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History of the CHIMERE development (1/2)

1997: Box model version for Paris area
1998: Experimental forecast version ’POLLUX’
for the ESQUIF experiment,
1999: Cartesian grid (over Europe)
2000: Adjoint version and inverse modeling
2001: Experimental forecast over western
Europe: PIONEER
2003: Operational forecast PREVAIR (France,
operated at INERIS)
2004: Add anthropogenic aerosols
2005: CHIMERE-dust development

The first domain: Ile de France with 5 boxes



History of the CHIMERE development (2/2)

2006: Parallel version
2007: Deep convection, new deposition scheme
2008: Experimental forecast for GEMS (operated
at ECMWF by LMD/LISA)
2009: COSY project (model IdF / SIRTA data)
2011: Mineral dust (of CHIMERE-dust) in
CHIMERE
2012: Operational forecast MACC (Europe,
operated at ECMWF by INERIS)
2013: Radiative transfer, photolysis rate FastJX
on-line

Example of the European cartesian mesh



Current model version and developers

... and now:
More than 160 users (registered on the e-mail list)
In more than 30 research institutes (universities,
air quality networks, etc.)
2007: CHIMERE becomes a CNRS national tool
Last version is named chimere2013b, in free
access on the model web site:
http://www.lmd.polytechnique.fr/chimere

Model developments:
3 labs (LMD, INERIS, LISA) = 8 developers
At LMD: 3 permanent people for the development:

CNRS Research Engineer: Dmitry
Khvorostyanov (2007)
Observatory Physician: Myrto Valari (2011)
CNRS researcher: Laurent Menut (1998),
coordination (since 2006)

CHIMERE users

For questions about:
The model use: chimere-users@lmd
The model schemes: chimere@lmd

LMD: Dmitry Khvorostyanov, Myrto Valari, Laurent
Menut, Solene Turquety, Sylvain Mailler
INERIS: Bertrand Bessagnet, Augustin Colette
LISA: Guilaume Siour
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Current projects involving CHIMERE

Forecast and operational platforms:
MACC: Implementation of GEMS products for operational forecast at ECMWF

Processes (dust, volcanoes, fires)

ATOPICA: Development of a pollen module in CHIMERE (FP7 project)
APIFLAME: Deterministic modelling of forest fires emissions and transport (french project)
ACHIA: Impact of air pollution on health (french project)
APPAD: Analysis and previsibility of atmospheric aerosols dense plumes
DACCIWA: Clouds-aerosols interactions in western Africa
NATORGA: A new scheme for secondary organic aerosols (with CEREA)

Trends and long term runs (present and future), regional climate:
EURODELTA: Comparisons of gas and aerosols regional modelling over Europe
CORDEX: Modelling present and future regional climate (meteorology)
IMPACT2C: Future scenarios for air quality in Europe (gas and aerosols) (FP7 project)
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Research on processes, scenarios and forecast

CHIMERE is used for:

Physical and chemical processes research
Transport and mixing, turbulence
Aerosols chemistry
Dust and fire emissions and transport
Particles deposition
Clouds, radiation and chemistry
Vegetation and chemistry interactions

Scenarios and climatologies
Past and future emissions impacts
Ensemble analysis

Forecast
Experimental forecast at LMD
Operational forecasts (PREVAIR, AQ networks,
GEMS, MACC, etc.)

Operational daily forecast

www.prevair.org



Research on processes, scenarios and forecast
For each study, a specific simulation domain is defined.
Some examples:
Domain description Purpose Domain scale ∆x ×∆y nv ptop
North-Atlantic Dust transport Hemispheric 1◦×1◦ 15 200
Europe Operational forecast Continental 0.5◦×0.5◦ 8 500
Europe Models comparisons Continental 25 km×25 km 9 200
North-America Models comparisons Continental 36 km×36 km 9 200
France Operational forecast National 0.15◦×0.1◦ 8 500
Western Europe Sensitivity study Continental 45 km×45 km 8, 9, 20 500
Northern France Sensitivity study Regional 15 km×15 km 8, 9, 20 500
Ile-de-France region Sensitivity study Urban area 5 km×5 km 8 500

Example of GLCF landuse regridded over the CHIMERE western European domain



Forecast: Example of the 2010 Island eruption

The model is able to run enough faster for
forecast
The model may run with one tracer only, manually
specified: here the 2010 Island volcano.

Map of tracer surface concentrations

15 days after the eruption start

SIRTA lidar vertical profiles

CHIMERE simulation



Model developments

CHIMERE is not only a chemistry-transport model.
Many programs and tools are provided for:

Build adaptated landuse and soil properties
Build initial and boundary conditions
Build meteorological fields on the CHIMERE grid with an hourly time-step
Build emissions: anthropogenic, biogenic, dust, fires
Compare model outputs to observations (surface, lidars, satellites data etc.)
Plot results as maps, time series, vertical cross-sections etc.
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The boundary conditions

The model may take into account boundary
conditions or not
In case of use of boundary conditions:

From a larger CHIMERE run (nested simulations)
From a global climatology

Several global models climatologies are available
The user may select one model for gas species,
another one for aerosols, another on for mineral
dust.

species LMDzINCA GOCART MACC
gas x x

aerosols x x
dust x x

The user may add a new global model database by
changing only a few parametrers files.

Depending on the domain size and the simulation
duration, the choice of monthly or hourly boundary
conditions is very important for the scores in case
of long-range transport of aerosols such as
mineral dust and vegetation fires products

Impact of hourly vs monthly boundary conditions:

Roma, Italy



The boundary conditions

Example of nested domains
Example of simulation domains for CHIMERE, and corresponding surface ozone concentrations maps. The
largest domain (dx=45km) uses a global model climatology for boundary conditions, and forces itself the medium
domain, dx=15km over the North of France, itself forcing the small domain, dx=5km, over the Paris area.



The boundary conditions

Sensitivity study
Sensitivity on ozone with daily or monthly average boundary conditions:
Impact only at the domain boundaries, negligible in the center (Europe)

[Szopa et al., 2008]
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The meteorological fields

CHIMERE is off-line = needs pre-calculated meteorological fields
CHIMERE may use directly global models (ECMWF, LMDz) or regional models (AROME, MM5, WRF).
Meteorological pre-processors are distributed with CHIMERE

Current meteorological interfaces:
with WRF 3
For analysis and forecast
with ARPEGE
For research on ENSEMBLE forecast
and PREVAIR system
with LMDz-climate:
For research on past and future
scenariis (with climatological fields of
IPCC).
with IFS:
For operational use in the framework of
the MACC project.
with AROME:
For research and collaboration with
Meteo-France



The meteorological fields

Automatic calculation of the time-step
The CFL is estimated using three parameters:

the mean wind speed |U|,
the vertical wind speed in the environment w
the vertical velocity in the updraft in case of
active deep convection.

Deep convection fluxes
For large domains, calculation of deep
convection fluxes using the Tiedke schemes.
Entrainment and detrainment fluxes in the
updrafts and downdrafts



The meteorological fields

Meteorological fields management and turbulent parameters estimation
Two options are available:

using a meteorological dataset restricted to the mean parameters (u,v,T,q,P, precipitation)
using a complete meteorological dataset that includes turbulent parameters.
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The anthropogenic emissions

A program to estimate the emissions fluxes

The TNO inventory for the GEMS and MACC Euro-
pean projects



Example: Impact of future emissions on regional air quality

Simulation of pollution for the period
2030-2050 and with several anthropogenic
emissions scenarios

Bias of the climate model

Cold and wet bias, leading to less O3
and PM episodes

Trend to less background pollution

Ozone:
Reduction very important for the
’mitigation’ scenario

PM2.5:
Same negative trend for all scenarios
Low impact of the GEA emissions
scenarios on PM emissions

O3(max) (historical) PM2.5 (historical)

O3(max) (ref-historical) PM2.5 (ref-historical)

O3(max) (mitigation-historical) PM2.5 (mitigation-historical)

SALUTAIR project, Augustin Colette, INERIS



New emissions: vegetation fires

The fires emissions module
An analysis version (USGS)
An operational version (MODIS rapid-fire)

[Turquety et la., 2014]



New emissions: Extending the mineral dust emissions calculation

The problem to solve:
The dust inventory is just delivered over Africa
For a deterministic calculation in any location: need
new data

Steps
Create a new database and validate against the
original one
Extend the new dataset to europe
Include vegetation and sol moisture daily variability

Comparison of roughness length from LISA
(African data), ERS (global satellite) and USGS
(global model).



New emissions: Validation of the new mineral dust inventory over Africa
Comparison of modelled AOD to AERONET network and MODIS satellite data

Comparison to AERONET

30 April to 4 Mai 2011 6 to 11 June 2011
MODIS Terra MODIS Terra

LISA LISA

ERS-SGF ERS-SGF

[Menut et al., 2013]



New emissions: terrigeneous particles in Europe

Project:
develop a deterministic scheme for
terrigeneous particles in Europe
First study: Add emission potential emission
of Chernozemic soils in Eastern Europe

To do:
Extend database of surface and soil for dust
Improve schemes for the contribution of soil
humidity and vegetation variability

[Bessagnet et al., 2008]
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Developments in the model core
Several horizontal transport schemes

Upwind (fast but diffusive)
VanLeer (fast and accurate)
PPM (slow but very accurate)

[Vuolo et al., 2009]

Subgrid scale variability for health impact studies

C + ∆C (trafic...)

[Valari et al., 2011]
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Main future research directions

Improve the ’near surface’ vertical mixing:
For urban aerosols modelling
By comparison with surface and masts meteo
data (SIRTA)

Sub-grid scale modelling:
Add the [Valari, 2008] scheme to the CHIMERE
last version
Build forecast of human exposure

Meteo/vegetation/chemistry online coupling
Use of the OASIS coupler
Add most important retroactions between all
processes
Preserve scores stability and high numerical
performances of CHIMERE



New directions: Coupling chemistry and vegetation: CHIMERE and ORCHIDEE (1/2)
Step 1: Impact of a daily LAI on biogenic fluxes?

Before: Use of climatological LAI (based on MODIS
data)
After: Use of a daily LAI calculated by ORCHIDEE
Result: Moderate impact

+1 to 2% in spring
-2 to 3% in summertime

[Anav et al., 2011]



New directions: Coupling chemistry and vegetation: CHIMERE and ORCHIDEE (2/2)
Step 1: Impact of a daily LAI on biogenic fluxes?
Step 2: Impact of ozone on dry deposition

Before: Use of climatological LAI (based on MODIS
data)
After: Retroactions between LAI ORCHIDEE +
stomatal resistance and ozone dry deposition
Result: Large impact, mainly during summer: from
-25% to +40%



Impact of pollution on health: the pollens emissions and transport

The pollen modelling needs
Emissions: vegetation evolution for birch trees and
ambrosia plants
Transport: Particles with large diameter but low
density
Deposition: depends on the pollen viability
Resuspension: more important than for
’anthropogenic’ particles

Aurélie Potier (LMD) PhD thesis
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Comparisons to data: the ’model to observations’ approach

Step 1: Optical properties of mineral dust

Comparisons of mineral dust concentrations to
CALIOP lidar data

Analysis of a climatological simulation
Estimation of the scattering ratio

Observations
(a) Raw CALIOP data (b) Filtered CALIOP data

Model

[Vuolo et al., 2009]

Step 2: Optical properties of all aerosols

The new tool: OPTSIM
A numerical tool dedicated to calculate optical
properties in the troposphere from modelled aerosols
concentrations fields.

Aerosol Optical Thickness estimation for several
wavelengths (all aerosols types)
Homogeneous or core-shell mixing for refractive
index and optical properties calculations
Lidar backscattered signal simulation for direct
comparisons with CALIOP and PARASOL
satellite level 1 data.
OPTSIM is written in Fortran 90 and uses
NetCDF model files as inputs

[Stromatas et al., 2012]
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